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In this talk I will discuss the transport of hydrocarbons across nanoporous media and analyze how this 
transport impacts at larger scales the long-time kinetics of hydrocarbon recovery from unconventional 
reservoirs (the so-called shale gas). 

First I will establish, using molecular simulation and statistical mechanics, that the continuum description – 
the so-called Darcy law – fails to predict transport within a nanoscale organic matrix. The non-Darcy 
behavior arises from the strong adsorption of the alkanes in the nanoporous material and the breakdown of 
hydrodynamics at the nanoscale, which contradicts the assumption of viscous flow. Despite this complexity, 
all permeances collapse on a master curve with an unexpected dependence on alkane length, which can be 
described theoretically by a scaling law for the permeance. 

Then I will show that alkane recovery from such nanoporous reservoirs is dynamically retarded due to 
interfacial effects occuring at the material's interface. This occurs especially in the hydraulic fracking 
situation in which water is used to open fractures to reach the hydrocarbon reservoirs. Despite the pressure 
gradient used to trigger desorption, the alkanes remain trapped for long times until water desorbs from the 
external surface. The free energy barrier can be predicted in terms of an effective contact angle on the 
composite nanoporous surface.  

Using a statistical description of the alkane recovery, I will then demonstrate that this retarded dynamics 
leads to an overall slow – algebraic – decay of the hydrocarbon flux. Such a behavior is consistent with 
algebraic decays of shale gas flux from various wells reported in the litterature. 

Despite its increasing role in today’s energy market,
hydrocarbon extraction from gas shale remains poorly
understood with many specificities left unexplained.

Owing to their ultra-low permeability, typically six orders of
magnitude below that of conventional reservoirs, gas and
oil recovery from these unconventional reservoirs requires
severe stimulation techniques such as hydrofracking. Moreover,
different wells display a broad, unexpected variability in
hydrocarbon production, which rapidly declines over several
months, typically algebraically in time1–6. Typically, shale gas
reservoirs consist of a collection of kerogen pockets, the host
nanoporous organic material containing the hydrocarbons,
distributed throughout the mineral shale rock (sketched in
Fig. 1)7. On hydraulic fracturing, these nanoporous kerogen
reservoirs connect to the macroscopic fracture network and
release their hydrocarbon content as the pressure in the fracking
fluid is decreased. This picture strongly differs from standard oil
recovery from conventional reservoirs, which is usually described
within the framework of fluid dynamics in porous media,
involving a combination of Darcy’s law and percolation models
accounting for the disordered nature of the fluid pathways
through the rocks8. These approaches fail to account for the
nanoscale porosity of the kerogen pockets, which leads to strong
adsorption effects and an unavoidable breakdown of continuum
hydrodynamics as the atom granularity of the fluid becomes non-
negligible9,10. Some corrections have been proposed to account
for this breakdown by modifying Darcy’s law for slippage through
the Klinkenberg effect. While such a formulation accounts
for experimental data on gas flow in low-permeability shales11,
the molecular origin of slippage corrections in this context is not

evident owing to the strong attractive molecular interactions
between methane and kerogen. Beyond such pitfalls, the
dispersed texture of kerogen within the mineral matrix raises
the question of the unexplored role of interfacial and
wettability effects at their boundaries on hydrocarbon
desorption and long-time recovery. One may anticipate that
this question is also relevant to a much broader range of
situations involving interface-dominated multiphase flow across
nanoporous materials, as is ubiquitous in catalysis, adsorption,
membrane technology and electrochemistry, for example,
supercapacitors12–15.

In this article, we tackle this question by coming back to the
microscopic mechanism at stake and climb up the scales from
the nanoporous kerogen to the production level. We accordingly
address the problem of desorption at wet heterogeneous
surfaces and long-time hydrocarbon kinetics at two levels. First,
we explore hydrocarbon desorption from a nanoporous
membrane mimicking kerogen. Using advanced molecular
simulation techniques, we show that, in the presence of the
pressure-transmitting (fracking) water, methane desorption is an
activated process dominated by interfacial effects, with a
wettability-dependent free-energy barrier. In a second step, we
demonstrate that such an activated desorption from
the nanoporous reservoirs deeply affects the long-time recovery
of the hydrocarbons. As a practical implication of the
present results, we show that such a multiscale approach
involving retarded interfacial transport allows us to explain the
unexpectedly fast decline and variable production rates observed
in shale gas wells.

Results
Activated interfacial transport. We have considered several
models of kerogen, accounting for its main features, that is, a
porous carbon material with nanometric pores16: a disordered
hydrophobic nanoporous kerogen, an ordered carbon material,
as well as a composite system capturing the hydrophobic/
hydrophilic interface associated with shale (Fig. 2a and
Supplementary Figs 1 and 2). In the following we will focus on
the ordered system, consisting of a hydrophobic nanomembrane
represented here as an array of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) of
radius r. The CNTs are arranged in a triangular lattice, with the
void between tubes capped at both ends by a graphene sheet.
Despite its simplicity, this robust model captures the main
physical ingredients at play in hydrocarbon desorption from
nanoporous kerogen through its wet external interface towards
the fracture network, while allowing for a systematic variation of
the geometrical parameters of the porosity. This is key to gaining
fundamental understanding of the mechanism at play. Kerogens
are hydrophobic materials with oxygen-to-carbon ratio from
a few % up to B10%, therefore making our approximation of a
pure carbonaceous phase relevant (molecular simulations have
confirmed the hydrophobicity of such carbon-rich phases,
including the specific case of the disordered matrix considered
in this work17). As a result, while the exact chemistry will
slightly affect adsorption energies, it will not modify the
activated mechanism observed in the present work. As for the
nanopore size considered in our work, it is consistent with
available experimental data that provide evidence for kerogen’s
significant nanoporosity. Indeed, while several adsorption-based
techniques are available to finely characterize the porosity in
kerogens, they all lead to pore-size distributions with
significant nanoporosity16,18,19 (such nanoporosity has been
also evidenced from small-angle neutron scattering16). We
emphasize furthermore that we confirmed that all different
models, ordered or disordered, lead to similar conclusions.
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Figure 1 | Hydrocarbon recovery from unconventional reservoirs.
Schematic illustration of a fracture network (blue), created by
hydrofracking, penetrating previously isolated hydrocarbon-rich kerogen
pockets (yellow) within a mineral matrix (brown). Here we consider the
post-fracking situation in which water within the hydrofracking network is in
contact with the kerogen surface. Extraction of the hydrocarbon requires
formation of a nucleus with a high interfacial energy. The zoomed image
illustrates such a scenario, in which a methane nucleus (dark grey) forms at
a kerogen surface (yellow) adjacent to hydrophilic mineral surfaces present
in shales (here quartz, with Si and O atoms as red and golden spheres).
Considering other inorganic phases such as clays will lead to the same
consistent picture of interfacial activated transport as they have similar
wetting properties towards methane and water. However, local variations in
surface chemistry and geometry will determine the magnitudes of the
energy barriers preventing extraction, which will have a broad range of
values due to the heterogeneous, multiscale texture of the shale.
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Figure 1: Hydrocarbon recovery from unconventional reservoirs. Schematic illustration of a fracture network (blue), 
created by hydrofracking, penetrating previously isolated hydrocarbon-rich kerogen pockets (yellow) within a mineral 
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matrix (brown). Here we consider the post-fracking situation in which water within the hydrofracking network is in 
contact with the kerogen surface. Extraction of the hydrocarbon requires formation of a nucleus with a high interfacial 
energy. The zoomed image illustrates such a scenario, in which a methane nucleus (dark grey) forms at a kerogen 
surface (yellow) adjacent to hydrophilic mineral surfaces present in shales (here quartz, with Si and O atoms as red and 
golden spheres). Considering other inorganic phases such as clays will lead to the same consistent picture of interfacial 
activated transport as they have similar wetting properties towards methane and water. However, local variations in 
surface chemistry and geometry will determine the magnitudes of the energy barriers preventing extraction, which will 
have a broad range of values due to the heterogeneous, multiscale texture of the shale. 
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